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Abstract 
    The Coronavirus “disease”2019 outbreak, began when unidentified pneumonia was 
discovered in Wuhan, China, and spread worldwide in a matter of days. A long-term negative 
effect on public health is caused by this outbreak, moreover, So many people lost their lives as 
a result of it. our study aims to “develop an intelligent computer-aided system that can detect 
positiveCOVID-19 cases automatically, Which may be useful with daily medical problems”. 
In this paper we suggested a system based on image processing and “can automatically expose 
discriminative features on chest X-ray images“by followed step that begin with segmentation 
the lung region then extracted Geometric Moment Invariants (GMI) as feature extractor, 
decision tree was classified the states. Our result referred to, the Hunt's Algorithm classifier 
achieved an accuracy of (98.7%), a sensitivity of (0.97, a specificity of (0.98), and an F-score 
of (0.97). The high detection performance achieved in this study explain the utility of fouse 
features and a appropriate classifier method for detecting “COVID-19 cases in CXR images”. 
With the current resources, this would be greatly helpful in speeding up disease detect. 
Keywords: COVID -19, Decision Tree Algorithm, Corona virus 
1. Introduction 
     The end of the year 2019 is considered one of the worst years in the current century due to 
the outbreak of what is known as the Corona virus. It appeared for the first time in the cities of 
Wuhan, China, and began to spread very widely around the world due to the lack of discovery 
of any treatment or vaccine that works to reduce the spread (Liu et al., 2017; Zhavoronkov et 
al., 2020) . Not only did it have effects on the health aspect of the human being, but rather, the 
movement of the world was stopped from carrying out various activities(Li et al., 2020; Zhang 
et al., 2020). In 2020 Huang et al. In January, a summary of this virus, as 41 people infected 
with this virus were studied. Symptoms of this virus are coughing, fever and shortness of 
breath.       These are among the most important symptoms that he is infected with, and some 
other people do not show symptoms significantly only headache and body weakness. It can 
spread from one person to another through touch or close contact with an infected 
person(Huang et al., 2020; Yu, Zhu, Zhang, & Han, 2020). The disease is diagnosed through 
several methods, one of which is taking a image of the chest area and it is examined by experts, 
but it takes a long time in case there are hundreds of infected people. By using neural networks 
to detection the lung region . A database was used to image the lung region. putting Cases into 
various groups according to their features are called classification. The proceeding underlying 
this approach a set of rules is formulated according to the training and testing of individual 
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cases. the researchers have been developed several algorithms for classification-based data 
mining. Among them are decision trees(Gonzalez & Ozguner, 2000).The classification of the 
results shows that the decision tree algorithm    with higher accuracy (99.2%) and sensitivity 
(96.1%) outperforms the K meen method with an accuracy of 83.4% and sensitivity of 86% 
(Chen, Zheng, Lloyd, Jordan, & Brewer, 2004). Wang & et al. introduced a system that detects 
Covid-19 disease by using convolutional neural networks for a set of chest X-ray images. The 
research worked on image analysis of the affected lungs and normal lungs, where the system’s 
recognition accuracy was 93.3% (Bonchi et al., 2001). Ali & et al. He presented five 
convolutional neural network models (ResNet50, ResNet101, ResNet152, InceptionV3 and 
Inception-ResNetV2) on three databases consisting of four categories: healthy lungs, lungs 
infected with COVID-19 and Viral pneumonia and bacterial pneumonia and the results were 
as follows: “96.1% accuracy for Dataset-1, 99.5% accuracy for Dataset2 and 99.7% accuracy 
for Dataset3” (Sharma & Kumar, 2016). Mohammad & et al. They provided a convolutional 
neural network model to train a set of x-ray images containing three categories normal, 
pneumonia, and COVID-19. The number of pictures infected with Covid-19 was 180. As the 
accuracy value for Covid-19 detection reached 99.56%, and the overall rate of all trained items 
was" percentage(M.-K. Hu, 1962) .  
2. Methodology and method 
2.1. Geometric Moment Invariants (GMI) 
      Most often, the moment invariant is used to describe the characteristics of objects in digital 
image processing. There are two kinds of feature extractions based on moment invariants: 
contour-based or shape-based moment invariants and region-based moment invariants (Park, 
Lee, & Lee, 1999; Urooj & Singh, 2015). Moment invariants are really advantageous for 
extracting object features with unique characteristics  irrespective of location, size, and 
orientation. seven invariant moments called as " Geometric Moment Invariants (GMI) " 
proposed by Hu the Geometric Moment Invariants (GMI)  are invariant toward translation, 
rotation, scaling, and mirroring as follows(Baik & Bala, 2004) .  
The geometric moments mqpof the order 'z ' of a 2- dimensional image defined as 
 

m = ∫ ∫ x y f(x, y)dxdy           [1] 

 
Where, ' p' and 'q ' are the non-negative integers such as z = q + p . f (x, y) is 2-dimensional 
piece-wise continuous real image defined on a compact support F С Z * Z . The moments 
defined by eq. (1) may or may not be invariant to rotation, translation, and scaling. The scale 
invariant is obtained by shifting the image such that it coincides with the origin of the co-
ordinates system. The translation invariant is achieved by shifting the polynomial basis into the 
test image centroid. The resulting moments are called central moments and given as 

"   η = ∫ ∫ (x − x′) (y − y′) f(x, y)dxdy       "  [2]  

 
Where, x ' = mu10 / mu00 and   x ' = mu01 / mu 00. "mu00" is the mass of the image. mu10 / 
mu00 "and "  mu01 / m00 are the centroids of the image. The scale invariance is obtained by 
dividing the central moments by a proper normalization factor which is a non-zero quantity for 
all the test images (MacArthur, Brodley, Kak, & Broderick, 2002). 
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      Any moment can be used for normalization the central moments. It is evident that the lower 
order moments are more robust to noise and easy to calculate. Therefore, we use the following 
for the normalization purpose 

𝑣 =
𝜂

𝜂
                   [3] 

Where, 
E = (( q + p) / 2) +1. In 1962 Hu proposed the following eight invariant moments for in-plane 
rotation 
 

 
These moments are invariant not only for rotation but also invariant for translation and scaling. 
2.2. Decision  tree 
     several decision tree algorithms have been developed over time. The researchers were 
attentive to improve its efficiency and ability to deal with various types of data. Below we will 
discuss some important algorithms.Hunt’s Algorithm: the Decision tree in this algorithm is 
grown by dividing and conquers way. The training records contain more than one class, use an 
attribute test to partition the data into respectively purer subsets. this algorithm preserves 
Splitting optimally for each stage  based on some threshold value as greedy strategy(Myles, 
Feudale, Liu, Woody, & Brown, 2004) . Suggested use decision tree classifier to perceptual 
grouping 3-D features in the aerial image.  In   A decision tree for content-based image retrieval 
was proposed. One of the important application for decision tree approaches is the medical 
research where the Decision tree is most useful in diagnostics of various diseases (Quinlan, 
1996). In addition can use it for Heart sound diagnosis. 
 
3. Dataset  
    A database was used that contains two categories, the first of which is Covid-19 and the 
other is normal. These images are taken for the chest area. This data was collected from 
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websites on the Internet and part of it from a specialist radiology center. As the number of 
normal images reached1600, the number of images infected with Covid-19 reached 1000. The 
base was divided into  two  parts: training, and testing (S. Hu, Hoffman, & Reinhardt, 2001).  
  4. Proposed method     
     As we mentioned in the previous step, the recognition state by using the database that we 
relied on requires us to divide the data into two groups, training and testing. As show following 
Fig.1  

 
Figure 1. Proposed system 
1.  Input step: the image is a 3D matrix (width height depth) of values ranging from 0-
255. ˆ 
2.  Pre-processing: At this stage, the images are filtered and noise removed. The images 
are also made of one size . 
a. By using a gray - level thresholding we extracted the lung region from the CT images 
b.  using a dynamic programming, we parted the left and right lungs by determining the 
anterior and posterior junctions  
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c. To achieve results similar to those obtained by manual analysis, we used a succession 
of morphological functioning to smooth the irregular boundary along the mediastinum, where 
we excluded the most central pulmonary arteries only from the lung region. 

 
3. Feature extraction step : These step are used for extracted  the eight moment invariants 
. the Moment invariants are really advantageous for extracting object features with unique 
characteristics irrespective of location. 
4.   Normalization :the  Normalization  step  reduces the size of activation vectors (vectors 
for the possibility of using more than one filter). This not only reduces the amount of 
calculations necessary, but also prevents you from falling into an over fitting state . As show 
Table. 1. 

Table 1. values of invariant moment and normalization it 

5.    Full contacted: After repeating the previous steps several times, all features assemble 
as a flatten vector until the data enters the final step of the system , which is the fully connected 
step . The neurons in the two different step s are directly connected to the neurons within the 
fully connected step as show.  
6.   Classification step : by decision tree this layer extracts data from the previous step and 
the difference between the real number and the resulting number from the system is greater, 
Where the error rate is a measure of the accuracy and efficiency .ˆ 
7.   Output step: After Classification step and this the last step that carried the normal state 
or covid state.   
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5 .Lung recognition: In this stage, By the invariant moments  extracts features and  saved as 
vecter. Where images of both normal and infected lungs are trained with Covid-19. Then, they 
are classified  by decision tree according to the characteristics of each base. 

 
6. Performance Evaluation 
    After building the system and training the database, it must be confirmed that the system is 
correct and what percentage of it distinguishes infected and non-infected images. In order to 
achieve the accuracy of the results, he will use a set of measures that determine the number of 
correctly and incorrectly diagnosed images. Measures such as accuracy, precision, recall, F1-
score. A Table 2. 

[5]   *100%          Accuracy   =       

[6]   *100%               Recall   =  

 [7]   *100%           precision  =  
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*100%    [8] F1 score= 2 ∗
 ×   

    
 

 
True Positive (TP): correctly that mean the actual class is true and model predicate true.  
True Negative (TN): The model predicated negative and classified correctly that mean the 
actual class is false and model predicate false. 
 False Positive (FP): The model predicated incorrectly that mean the actual class is false and 
model predicate true.  
False Negative (FN): The model predicated incorrectly that mean the actual class is true and 
model predicate false. 
Table2. Actual Class. 

  
7. Performance Experiment  
This Experiment was performed by using Covid-19  database, in training state using only 500 
normal and 100 covid-19, when the testing state that use 100 normal and 26 covid-19 from 
each  images . The first group contains 600 normal images and the second group contains 126 
Covid-19 images .The images were divided into (100 Covid-19 images and 500 normal images) 
for the training phase and (100 normal images and 26 Covid-19 images) for the testing phase. 
The accuracy rate in the training phase was 100 and 98.7 in the examination phase as shown in 
Table 3 below. 
 
Table 3. Accuracy rate  

Testing phase Training phase 
Accuracy No.image Accuracy No.image 
98.7% 126 100% 600 

   
8. Conclusion 
The results of this research may contribute to improving understanding of dynamics COVID-
19  pandemic. We suggest an innovative approach based for a quick and efficient diagnosis of 
COVID-19 infections, a critical need today. our proposed approach aims to achieve features 
with contrastive and training the images. Specifically, we use an invariant moment to pick up 
unbiased feature representations that are strong to overfitting and influence for decision tree 
for final classification of COVID-19 cases.our proposed method with contrastive loss settings 
provide a immensely accurate  feasible solution for automatically diagnosing COVID- 19 cases 
to expedite line of treatment for patients. Our best teqnique  with deffrents cases  achieves an 
accuracy of 100% in training case COVID-19 cases with impressive values of sensitiv- ity 
(99.0%) and specificity (98.0%)  and  98.7% in testing case which are considered to be highly 
critical performance estimation for applications in medical settings 
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